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INTRODUCTION

One of the applied interdisciplinary directions in
science is nanotribology [1], which relates to study of
the processes of the adhesion, friction, wear, and frac�
ture of rubbing solids at the atomic level. The explana�
tion and modeling of the friction processes at nanos�
cales is an important problem in this field. The sub�
jects of study in nanotribology are the processes of the
adhesion and sliding of surfaces in contact [2, 3], the
influence of a nanometer lubricating film on friction
[1, 2, 4], mechanical properties of contacts [5, 6], and
others.

The effects of the periodic stick and the subsequent
slip of rubbing surfaces present great interest to tribolo�
gists; they lead to the nonuniformity of the relative
motion of the surfaces (stick�slip) [7–9]. This sliding
mode occurs mainly during dry friction [10–12], as well
as during boundary friction, when the lubricating film is
about a few atom diameters thick [1, 2, 4, 5, 7–9, 13].
If asperities separate the rubbing surfaces, the stick�
slip mode of boundary friction is explained as follows:
at some moment of time the asperities on the rubbing
surfaces stick together because of adhesion or capillary
forces and their subsequent tear�off requires that the
arising mechanical stresses exceed their critical value.
The stick�slip mode parameters depend considerably,
as a rule, on factors including the velocity of motion,
the lubricant temperature, and the load applied to the
surfaces. For example, when a critical sliding velocity

is reached, the effect vanishes and the friction force
becomes regular.

The experimentally observed processes evolving in
the boundary friction mode are more diverse than the
processes developing in bulk systems and show a variety
of cardinally new phenomena, which cannot be
explained from the viewpoint of classical science [7]. A
boundary lubricant provides, as a rule, several kinetic
modes, between which stepwise phase transitions occur
during friction; the transitions yield a complex pattern
of the kinetic dependences of the system parameters
[7, 14]. The following three basic modes are generally
distinguished: sliding at slow shear velocities, the regu�
lar stick�slip mode, and sliding at high shear velocities.
These modes were determined experimentally [2, 7, 15]
and then explained theoretically [13].

Earlier we proposed a model based on the concep�
tion of viscoelastic medium to describe boundary fric�
tion [16–20]. We used it to describe thermodynamic
and shear melting. Consideration of the fluctuations
of the basic parameters of the system [16–19] made it
possible to explain the causes of hysteresis [20]
observed experimentally [21–23] and describe the
periodical stick�slip friction mode [17]. However,
according to the model, this regime has a pronounced
stochastic or trend component, while in experiments it
has, as a rule, a periodic pattern with constant fre�
quency and amplitude. To eliminate this “drawback,”
we proposed the deterministic theory describing the
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friction of atomically smooth solid surfaces separated
by an ultrathin lubricating film [24–26]. It involves the
excessive volume parameter or the disorder parameter
to describe the state of the lubricant; the parameter
characterizes the chaotization of the lubricant struc�
ture during melting. This allowed us to describe uni�
versally thermodynamic and shear melting and ana�
lyze the dependence of the stationary friction force on
the lubricant temperature and the relative shear veloc�
ity of the rubbing surfaces during their uniform shear
at a constant shear velocity, as well as to describe the
stick�slip friction mode within the framework of the
mechanical analog of a simple tribosystem. The cur�
rent work is aimed at the subsequent development of
the above�mentioned theory to describe the nonequi�
librium processes which evolve in such tribosystems.
To take into account the nonequilibrium processes we
introduce the nonequilibrium entropy describing the
share of thermal motion which results from the non�
equilibrium pattern of the thermal distribution. It is
assumed that the equilibrium entropy increases con�
tinuously owing to the transition of the nonequilib�
rium entropy to the equilibrium subsystem. The paper
deals with analysis of the effect of the external normal
pressure on the pattern of lubricant melting. The stick�
slip melting mode observed experimentally is
described. It is shown that with increasing shear veloc�
ity the frequency of stick peaks in the stick�slip mode
grows and then diminishes; subsequently, the sliding
mode with a constant friction force occurs.

BASIC EQUATIONS AND PHASE DIAGRAM

Let us write the expansion for the volume density of
the internal energy u by the parameter f with account for
the contributions from the elastic components of shear

strains , the equilibrium entropy s, and the nonequi�
librium entropy  in the following form [4, 27]:

(1)

where the variable  is the excessive volume, the zero
value of which corresponds to the solid�like structure
of the lubricant and the nonzero value of which corre�
sponds to the fluid�like structure [4, 24, 27]. Here, the
minor expression parameters , and  are the
functions of the first two invariants of the elastic strain

tensor  and , as well as the entropy s:
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The elastic stresses  arising in the lubricating film
can be presented in the following form using expres�
sion (1) for the internal energy:

(5)

where  is the shear component of the elastic strain.
Expression (5) is reduced to the effective Hooke’s law
[24, 28]

(6)

with the effective elastic parameters

 and (7)

(8)

which diminish during the melting of the lubricant

owing to the growth of the excessive volume . Since
the elastic constant cannot take negative values, one

should assume  if the inequality 

is true; if , one should assume .
For the plane strain state of the lubricant wherein

, the strain tensor invariants are determined as
follows [25, 29]:

 and (9)

(10)

where  and  are the normal and tangential compo�
nents of the stresses applied to the lubricant by the
rubbing surfaces. The shear stress  is found from
expression (6), which yields the following dependence
at  or :

(11)

The stationary states of the lubricant are determined
by the condition , which yields

(12)

It is convenient to present this equation as the function

 or . When analyzing equa�

tion (12), we determine the elastic shear strain  in
accordance with (9), (10), and (11) through the invari�
ants as follows:
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Analysis of the above equations shows that there are
critical values of the strain  and entropy  at which
lubricant melting follows the mechanism of the first�
order phase transition. In this case,  is the function

of the entropy s and  depends on the strain . The

lubricant solidifies at other values of the strain  and

the entropy . Since potential (1) proposed for the
description of the melting process is symmetrical, we
can distinguish the following cases [27]: 1) within the

range of values  (or ) the lubricant is in the
solid�like state that corresponds to the occurrence of

the sole minimum of energy (1) at ; 2) within

the range of values  (or ) the lubricant
has the fluid�like structure (in this case, potential (1)
has two symmetric nonzero minima separated by a
single maximum); 3) within the intermediate range of

values of the governing parameters 

( ) the potential has two symmetric minima,
which are separated from the zero minimum by two
symmetric maxima, the state of the lubricant being
dependent on the initial conditions [8].

The stationary states of the lubricant (at ) on
the phase diagrams plotted by equations (12) and (13)

are separated by the curves  and  (Fig. 1a).
Above the line  the lubricant is in the fluid�like
state and the sliding friction mode occurs (the area SF).
The potential in this area has the form described above

as case 2. Below the curve  the lubricant is in the
solid�like state that corresponds to the form of the
internal energy  described in case 1. In the area
between these curves the state of the lubricant depends
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while the hysteresis area, which separates it from the
fluid�like state area, narrows. The external load
described in our model by the normal stresses n often
has a determining effect on nanosized tribosystems.
For example, it is shown in experimental work [7] that
the growth of the load increases the critical melting
shear velocity for some types of lubricants, while for
other types of lubricants it diminishes the melting
shear velocity. Such pressure variations lead to changes
in the frequency of phase transitions, etc. The phase
diagram in the pressure–entropy coordinates pre�
sented in Fig. 1b serves to elucidate the effect of the
external stresses on the state of the lubricant. It follows
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only the first�order phase transition.
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alizing the experimental data [7]. One of the common
methods of plotting phase diagrams is analysis of the
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time dependences of the friction force F(t) at various
temperatures, shear velocities, lubricant film thick�
nesses, etc. The friction force is determined by the
expression [4, 8, 24, 25]

(14)

where the first summand in the square brackets found
from expression (11) gives the elastic component of
the friction force and the second summand gives the
viscous component. In expression (14) we introduced
the area of the contact between the surfaces being
sheared A and the phenomenological coefficients ,
which allowed us to take into account the type of the
lubricant [24]. Expression (14) includes the velocity of
the relative shear of the friction surfaces , whose

value in the stationary case  depends on the
lubricating film thickness h and the relaxation time of
the internal stresses  [8, 26]

(15)

With account for formula (15) for positive values of ,
expression (14) becomes

(16)
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not shown). According to curve 3, as for Fig. 2a, at
great values of the normal stresses or surface pressure,
the second�order phase transition occurs, during
which the friction force varies continuously. The
results presented in Fig. 2b are a kind of Stribeck curve
for the boundary mode, which was first proposed in
work [30] when generalizing the experimental data.

THE SYSTEM OF KINETIC EQUATIONS

Since the internal energy is assigned in form (1),
the current temperature of the lubricant can easily be
found:

(17)

and the effective temperature of the nonequilibrium
subsystem is determined in the same way:

(18)

To continue the study of the kinetic processes, we
write the evolution equations for the nonequilibrium
parameters  and  in the form of a system of equa�
tions like that in the Landau–Khalatnikov system:
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where the constants  are the reciprocals of the
kinetic coefficients. According to equations (19), the
internal energy by the coordinate  tends to a mini�
mum and the internal energy by the coordinate  tends
to a maximum; this corresponds to nonequilibrium
processes [27, 31].

Evolution equations (19) in the explicit form
become [27]
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ment, the heat conduction equation is reduced to the
common continuity equation [28]
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where the thermal conductivity  is assumed to be
constant. To simplify the problem we suppose the
lubricating film to be uniform over the plane

( ). Since the lubricating film is thin, the

following approximation for the component  can be
used with a sufficient accuracy [28]:
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The study of the kinetics of the system requires the
joint numerical solution of kinetic equations (20),
(21), and (25) involving the determination of the
invariants according to (9) and (10), the shear stresses

 from (11), the elastic constants from (7) and (8), the
current lubricant temperature T according to (17),
and the strains according to expression (27).

THE KINETICS OF THE TRIBOSYSTEM

The dynamic characteristics of any tribosystem are
governed by its properties as a whole. In particular, in
the area of the above�considered hysteresis during fric�
tion, the stick�slip mode of movement can occur
[7, 13]. Figure 3 shows the typical diagram of the
mechanical analog of a tribosystem. Here, the spring
with the rigidity K is connected to the block of mass M,
which experiences the additional normal load L. The
block is placed on a smooth surface and they are sepa�
rated by the lubricating film with the thickness h. The
free end of the spring is driven with the constant veloc�
ity V0. The movement of the block yields friction force
F (14), which reacts against the movement. In the gen�
eral case, the block velocity V and the spring velocity
V0 do not coincide because of the oscillating pattern of
the force F; this results in the stick�slip movement of
the block. This mode is similar to dry friction [12]. The
load L is related to the normal component of the
stresses n considered in this work as n = –L/A, where
A is the area of contact between the surfaces from
expression (14).

Let us designate the current coordinate of the
upper block as X; then the corresponding equation of
motion is [7, 34]

(28)

Here,  is the elongation of the spring, which can be
determined as follows:

(29)

where t = t ' is the time of the movement of the free end
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elastic shear stresses τ (MPa) on time t (s) at parameters of
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growth of the shear velocity of the upper surface V,
and, according to (14), an increase in the friction force
F. As a result, a moment comes when the velocity V
exceeds its critical value and the melting of the lubri�
cant follows the “shear melting” mechanism [7]. After
melting, the stresses relax rapidly to the zero value and
this yields the zero value of the elastic component of
the friction force F, but the sharp rise of the shear
velocity V increases considerably the viscous compo�
nent of F; this does not lead to a sharp drop of the fric�
tion force. Subsequently, the shear velocity V dimin�
ishes again owing to a decrease in the spring elonga�
tion  and the viscous component of the friction
force behaves similarly. The situation arises with time
when the velocity V becomes smaller than the critical
value and fails to retain the lubricant in the melted
state. After this moment, the lubricant solidifies and
the elastic stresses, and therefore the elastic compo�
nent of the friction force F, arise in it. Because of this,
the upper block moves more slowly (the sharp drop of
the velocity V in the figure after its abrupt rise and sub�
sequent relaxation). The described process occurs
periodically with time, thus providing the stick�slip
mode of movement with the sawtooth time depen�

XΔ

dence of the friction force. The block coordinate X
increases monotonically since the block moves in only
one direction. It should be noted that in this case,
according to the dependence , the elastic stresses in
the melted state of the lubricant vanish because the
effective shear modulus  (7) takes on the zero
value. However, this is not the necessary condition for
providing such a regime. A similar behavior was shown
earlier within the framework of the simpler equilib�
rium thermodynamic model [8, 9, 34].

The friction mode is affected greatly by the govern�
ing parameters such as the temperature of the surfaces
Te, the shear velocity V0, and the external pressure n.
Since this friction mode is one of the main causes of
the fracture of rubbing microelectronic components,
we carry out an additional study of the effect of the
above factors on the specific features of the stick�slip
mode. The time dependence of the friction force (14)
at the increasing shear velocity of the free spring end V0

and with other parameters constant is shown in the top
of Fig. 5. It is seen that velocity growth initially
increases the frequency of the phase transitions and
then the frequency diminishes owing to the appear�
ance of the kinetic portions on the dependence F(t).
We also note that there is a critical value of the velocity,
at which the lubricant remains continuously in the
fluid�like state and provides the kinetic mode of slid�
ing with the minimal constant friction force (V0 = V04).
Such behavior was observed repeatedly in the experi�
ments [7, 35]. As the normal component of the load
applied to the upper part of the friction surface (the
middle of Fig. 5) increases, the kinetic portion F =
const diminishes and the friction force amplitude
grows. According to the figure, the value of the load
affects the system in an unusual manner since the fre�
quency of the phase transition initially grows and then
declines again. These specific features were demon�
strated by the tribosystem studied in detail in experi�
mental work [7]. We note that the observed effect of
the load on the behavior of the system as a whole is also
explained by the fact that, when the normal external
stresses exceed their critical value, the type of the
phase transition changes (see Fig. 1 and its descrip�
tion). And, finally, with temperature elevation (the
bottom of the figure under consideration) the system
tends to melting, which appears as a decrease in the
amplitude F(t) and the elongation of the kinetic por�
tions F = const. When the temperature exceeds its crit�
ical value (Te = Te4), the lubricant melts fully and this
leads to the occurrence of the kinetic sliding mode
with the constant velocity V; this, in turn, provides the
value F = const.

We note that, according to experimental work [7],
the long kinetic portions F = const appear on the
dependence F(t) when the value of the shear velocity V
is close to the critical one, at which the lubricant
melts. This behavior is also observed within the frame�
work of our model since the velocities V03 and V04 on

( )tτ

effµ

Fig. 5. Dependences of total friction force F (mN) (14) on
time t (s) at parameters of Fig. 4. Upper part:  K,
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the top of Fig. 5 have similar values. The bottom of
Fig. 5 shows a similar behavior of the temperature of
the friction surfaces since the temperatures Te3 and
Te4, like the velocities on the top of the figure, have
close values.

CONCLUSIONS

A model of boundary friction founded on the prin�
ciples of nonequilibrium thermodynamics has been
proposed. We have used it as a basis to describe a num�
ber of effects observed during friction of atomically
smooth solid surfaces separated by a boundary lubri�
cating film. The stationary states of lubricants at vari�
ous pressures, shear velocities, and temperatures are
considered. The dynamic mode is studied within the
framework of the mechanical analog of a tribosystem
during the shear of the upper friction surface in one
direction. The dependences of the friction force on the
shear velocity and temperature are obtained. It is
shown that the lubricant melts when these variables
exceed their critical values. At a high temperature of
the friction surfaces, shear melting occurs at a lower
shear velocity and when the temperature elevates ever
more the lubricant melts even at the zero shear veloc�
ity. The study of the effect of the normal component of
the pressure on the friction surfaces shows that the
first�order phase transition occurs under small loads
on the friction surfaces and when the load exceeds its
critical value the transition becomes a continuous sec�
ond�order phase transition. It is shown that the stick�
slip friction mode occurs within a wide range of the
parameters. The results agree qualitatively with the
known experimental data but quantitative agreements
can be achieved, if necessary, for concrete experiments
since the model is quantitative and implies a possibility
of modification.
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DESIGNATIONS

u—internal energy density; —excessive volume

(disorder parameter); —elastic strain tensor; s—equi�
librium entropy; —nonequilibrium entropy; , , ,

, , and —expansion parameters of internal

energy; —first invariant of strain tensor; —sec�

2f
e
ijε

s� 0u 0t 1t

0φ 1φ 2φ
e
iiε

e e
ij jiε ε

ond invariant of strain tensor; , , , , , , ,
, , , and —expansion parameters of internal

energy; —elastic stress tensor; —delta symbol;
μeff, λeff—effective elastic constants (Lame constants);

—diagonal component of strain tensor; —nor�
mal component of stresses applied to friction surfaces;

—tangential component of stresses; —criti�
cal value of strain (entropy), at which lubricant melts;

—critical value of strain (entropy), at which lubri�
cant solidifies; F—friction force; t—time; —friction
force tensor; —phenomenological coefficients,
which assign dependence of effective viscosity  on
velocity gradient; —tensor of relative shear veloci�
ties of friction surfaces; h—lubricating film thickness;
A—area of contact between friction surfaces; —Max�
well stress relaxation time; T—lubricant temperature;

—nonequilibrium lubricant temperature;
—constants being reciprocals of kinetic coeffi�

cients in relaxation equations of excessive volume and
equilibrium entropy; Te—temperature of friction sur�
faces; —thermal conductivity; x, y, and z—Cartesian
coordinates; K—spring stiffness; M—mass of upper
rubbing block; L—external load applied to friction
surfaces; X—coordinate of upper rubbing block;
ΔX—spring elongation; —velocity of movement of
free spring end; —time; V01, V02, V03, and V04—fixed
values of velocities; n1, n2, n3, and n4—fixed values of
normal stresses; Te1, Te2, Te3, and Te4—fixed values of
temperatures of friction surfaces.
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